THE ADRIAN EMPIRE
CAN I PICK THE REGION I'M A PART OF?

FAQ 15

WHEN I JOIN, CAN I CHOOSE WHERE I PLAY?
No. Citizenship is based on where you live.
HOW CAN I CHANGE MY CITIZENSHIP?
Move. Or join the military.
WHAT IF I HAVE TWO HOMES?
Contact the Imperial Crown. They are the only ones that can make the decision
about what subdivision you will be a citizen of.
WHAT IF I'M IN THE MILITARY?
Adria recognizes that the military may transfer you away from your home for
rather short periods of time. The military allows you to keep your home address.
So does Adria.
CAN I PLAY WHERE I DON'T LIVE?
Yes. Adrians can go anywhere in Adria and participate in any events and
activities (barring any judicial bans).
CAN I BE A MINISTER WHERE I DON'T LIVE?
Yes. Local subdivisions may have codicils that say otherwise, but usually there
is nothing to prevent you from holding a ministry position if you are qualified,
are present in that region often enough to do the job, and the Crown appoints
you to that position.
CAN I BE PART OF AN ESTATE WHERE I DON'T LIVE?
No. The estates are the governing bodies of the region. To be part of that
governing body, you must be a citizen of that region.
WHAT ABOUT MY NEXT-DOOR NEIGHBOR, WHO IS A CITIZEN SOMEWHERE ELSE?
Your next-door neighbor may be in the military, or he may be part of a
citizenship grandfathering. This has happened when one subdivision has grown and
divided. If the Imperial Estates have allowed it, the subdivisions' citizens may
choose which of the two subdivision they would like to be part of. This is done
very strictly, and no exceptions can be made after the fact.
REFERENCE FROM THE BYLAWS:
ARTICLE III.F. MEMBERS. MEMBERSHIP ASSIGNMENT TO CHARTERED SUBDIVISION
A participant shall be considered to be a member of the chartered subdivision in
which they reside (where a participant physically lives). In the case where a
participant may have multiple residences or special circumstances, the Imperial
Crown shall decide as to which chartered subdivision the participant is a
member.
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